
 

 

SUCCESS CASE 
MEET IP  SYSTEM AND ZENNIO HOME AUTOMATION 

Z50, Z70 AND Z100 TOUCH PANELS INTEGRATION 



 

 

INSTALLATION REMARKS  

Compatibility with ZENNIO devices is limited to the touch panels and webservers in z50, z70 v2 and z100. 

ZENNIO Z50, Z70 or Z100 series indoor touch panels are SIP compatible, so that calls 
from outdoor panels can be answered using SIP protocol, implemented in FERMAX MEET 
Intercom system. 
 
In the same way that home automation can be controlled by using ZENNIO Remote app, 
the doorphone call can be received in the smart phone using FERMAX MEET app. So in 
case that there is no FERMAX MEET indoor intercom, a separate license can be acquired 
to register the app. MEET ME app license REF.1496 
 
FERMAX WIT monitors can be installed in the same IP network. In this way the call can be 
answered either from the ZENNIO touch panels, from the MEET WIT indoor video monitors 
or MEET ME call divert app. 

It is possible to reduce costs on home automation projects by integrating the video intercom system with the home 
automation using a single user interface as the main user interface to control ZENNIO Home Automation. 

APP CALL DIVERT  ON SMARTPHONE 
SMARTPHONE HOME AUTOMATION CONTROL 

HOME AUTOMATION CONTROL FROM INDOOR 

MONITOR 

INTERNAL MONITOR INTERCOM IP CAMERA VISUALIZATION FROM MONITOR 

BENEFITS 

FUNCTIONALITIES 

¨ Integration costs are decreased by using a single touch screen, the ZENNIO Z50, Z70 or Z100 se-
ries indoor touch panels can integrate both systems, intercom and home automation.  

¨ Solution aesthetic is improved since the amount of devices is minimized to 1 single user interface. 

¨ Integration time and costs are dramatically reduced, since open standards are used and Android 
apps.  

¨ All specific residential video intercom functionalities are provided by FERMAX MEET system, which 
is  designed  to offer the best user experience for tenants and visitors. 

¨ With the 10” WIT video monitor, building IP network and home local network are completely isolated 
thanks to its 2 RJx45 interfaces. 

WHY FERMAX? 

FERMAX is a worldwide reference in the video intercom industry. The products have been installed in the most em-
blematic projects in the world. FERMAX Distribution network, which is present in more than 70 countries, will provide 
the  best Support and assistance.  



 

 

Outdoor panel intercom call can be answered from ZENNIO touch screen panels. FERMAX MEET indoor monitors 
can also receive the call and provide the call divert to MEET ME app without additional costs.  



 

 

MEET PRODUCT REFERENCE NUMBERS 

FERMAX INTERCOM INDOOR UNITS 

PANELS 

WIT 7” Y 10” INDOOR MONITORS 

MILO 1 PUSHBUTTON 

OUTDOOR PANEL  

KIN PANEL MARINE PANEL 

MEET ME  
CALL DIVERT 

Touch Panels       Z50    z70_v2   z100 

Ref.850007  Virtual License to answer video intercom call from 

touch screens z50, z70, z100. 

Ref.850007  Virtual License to control Zennio home automation   

remotely from smartphone.  

z50 z70 v2 z100 


